
Transforming business intelligence with AI 

Modern business intelligence applications powered by AI help 
businesses harness big data, identify relevant trends, and provide 

powerful predictive analytics for activating actionable insights.

Ease of use, intuitive user interfaces, sophisticated analytics, and data 
source integration are among the many advantages of modern BI.

AI powered business intelligence is 
here stay and will disrupt common 
business as usual practices, 
providing organizations 

actionable data insights to stay

ahead of the competition.

Auto-suggestions and 
recommendations for analytics 
and report formats as well as 
publishing tools alerts and analysis 
sharing are also among the ways 
computerintelligence is driving 
better results in BI. 


Computer intelligence enhancing business intelligence
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Traditional vs. modern business intelligence


 Sophisticated reports produced 
by data scientists

 Scalability

 Self serve sophisticated reports

 Flexibility and accessibility

 Auto recommendations

 Natural language environment 

AI and BI transforming big data into predictive plans of actions
1. What happens when you enable BI tools with AI

2. The added value of AI powered business intelligence

3. The future synergy of BI and AI

Data democratization - organizations can make data insights readily 


available throughout a company structure.



 - 80% of big data is in the form ofunstructured 

data and natural language suchs as text messages, tweets, various media 

post, etc. allowing organizations to access raw data like never before.





 - saving valuable resources by fixing or 


removing incorrect, corrupted, incorrectly formatted, duplicate, or 


incomplete data without human intervention. 


 


 - enhance, refine and improve raw data, while combining 

it with data from new sources.


Natural language processing

Automated data cleansing

Data enrichment

 Prescriptive analytics technology that goes beyond prediction and 

delivers sound advice about future events.

 Real-time analytics within business operations, resulting in 

decision hyper-automation.




 Upscaled insights capability breaking down big data into 

manageable pieces.

 Highly mature AI models that cover all possible occurrences and 

events.
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Understand data points


at a granular level.

Get predictions and 


recommendations on a


PowerBI dashboard.

Translate data into real


business decisions.
Make better data-driven


decisions.



